"INTERNERSHIP–DIGITAL COMMUNICATION (M/F)"

**Referenz**: 10379194 DT EN EXT 1  
**Division**: Airbus  
**Standort**: Blagnac  
**Vertragsart**: Internship  
**Startdatum**: 11/12/2017  
**Vertragsdauer**: 6 months

**Firmenbeschreibung**:  
Airbus Group

**Stellenbeschreibung**:  
An internship in digital communication within finance environment (m/f) has arisen within Airbus Commercial Aircraft in Blagnac.

You will join the Finance Processes and Lean department that works on projects within the scope of finance for the three divisions of the group with a support mission.  
The three main areas of activity revolve around continuous improvement in a process of digitalization (in collaboration with colleagues working on information systems) through quality, process management/business improvement and deployment.

Your main mission will be to work on communication and the involvement of the various interlocutors in finance.

This 6 months internship will start from February 2018 at the earliest (date subject to some flexibility). Your main tasks will be as follows:

* acting as community manager on the various collaborative spaces  
* contributing to communities animation through communication operations such as Finance Operational Excellence event (implementation of the event and not only the form of the event.)  
* proposing improvements towards digital data and mindset  
* supporting Finance documentation and standards update

**Stellenanforderungen - Qualifikationen**:  
You have the following skills and experience:

* Currently in Bac+5 or gap year (or equivalent) in digital communication  
* You know how to work with Sharepoint  
* You master the use of Adobe After Effects, Adobe InDesign to produce communication such as videos  
* Soft skills : curiosity, meticulousness, motivation, autonomy (moving environment)  
* Advanced level in English Please apply on line for this vacancy at our careers site (www.jobs.airbusgroup.com) with your CV and cover letter attached.
To apply: https://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/4939/22973462